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Abstract. One of the most exciting utilizations of nuclear data is to help unlock the mysteries of the Cosmos – the
creation of the chemical elements, the evolution and explosion of stars, and the origin and fate of the Universe. There
are now many nuclear data sets, tools, and other resources online to help address these important questions. However,
numerous serious challenges make it important to develop strategies now to ensure a sustainable future for this work.
A number of strategies are advocated, including: enlisting additional manpower to evaluate the newest data; devising
ways to streamline evaluation activities; and improving communication and coordination between existing efforts.
Software projects are central to some of these strategies. Examples include: creating a virtual “pipeline” leading
from the nuclear laboratory to astrophysics simulations; improving data visualization and management to get the
most science out of the existing datasets; and creating a nuclear astrophysics data virtual (online) community. Recent
examples will be detailed, including the development of two first-generation software pipelines, the Computational
Infrastructure for Nuclear Astrophysics for stellar astrophysics and the bigbangonline suite of codes for cosmology,
and the coupling of nuclear data to sensitivity studies with astrophysical simulation codes to guide future research.

1 Background and motivation

The interdisciplinary field of nuclear astrophysics was estab-
lished because fundamental knowledge of science at length
scales of 10−13 cm is required to address fascinating astrophys-
ical questions such as the origins of the elements that make life
possible, the evolution and explosions of stars, and the origin,
composition, age, and ultimate fate of the Universe. Indeed,
nuclear reaction information (e.g., cross sections, s-factors,
reaction rates), nuclear structure information (e.g., masses,
decays, resonance properties), and other specialized data sets
(e.g., the nuclear equation of state) serve as the empirical
foundation of our knowledge of many astrophysical sites and
events. The availability of incredible images and data from
powerful space- and ground-based observatories (e.g., Hubble,
Chandra, Wilkinson, Keck, Subaru, and others), as well as the
sophisticated astrophysical simulation codes that run on the
fastest supercomputers, have led to a tremendous growth in
this field. With new nuclear accelerator laboratories on the
horizon (e.g., RIKEN RI Beam Factory, GSI/FAIR, RIA) that
promise tremendous amounts of new data, this growth will
definitely continue in the future.

This growth is strong motivation to expand efforts to
bolster the nuclear foundation of astrophysical studies. Im-
proved nuclear science is needed, for example, to decipher
the latest measurements using satellite observatories of long-
lived radionuclides [e.g., 26Al, 44Ti, 18F] that are synthesized
in and dispersed by supernova [1] and/or nova [2] explosions.
Improved nuclear data – especially uncertainty and covari-
ance information – is also needed for studies that attempt
to quantify what portion of the uncertainties in astrophysical
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predictions (e.g., for X-ray bursts [3]) is due to uncertainties in
the input nuclear physics. New multidimensional astrophysics
supercomputer simulations (e.g., for supernovae [4]) require
more, and more precise, nuclear data, than ever before. Finally,
a combination of astrophysical observations, astrophysical
simulations, and nuclear datasets are being synergistically
fused in a new generation of studies of the sensitivity of model
predictions on input nuclear data (e.g., fig. 1 [5,6]) – and
improved nuclear datasets will tremendously aid this work.

There are additional motivations for expanding nuclear
data work targeted towards astrophysics. First, this research
is an inexpensive and cost effective way to significantly
impact our astrophysics knowledge. The cost, for example,
of evaluating a reaction is orders of magnitude less than
that of measuring the products of that reaction (e.g., by their
radioactive decay or their absorbtion spectra) in space. Also,
because of wide public appeal of astrophysics, nuclear astro-
physics data projects are an excellent way to recruit young
researchers into the field of nuclear science. This last point
is particularly crucial because of the impending manpower
crisis in the nuclear data field – where more than 85% of
professional evaluators are set to retire within the next 10 years
and constant funding has resulted in the drop of 2 persons
per year over the last 3 years [7]. Finally, this work brings
a significant positive exposure to nuclear science research
because of its popularity among the general public.

2 Resources

The primary astrophysical needs are thermonuclear reaction
rates (processed cross sections), as well as nuclear masses,
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Fig. 1. The variation of X-ray flux in time from X-ray burst RXTE
GS1826-24 [5], top, compared to the predictions of theory [6] using
different input nuclear data sets, bottom.

levels, decays, and partition functions to calculate forward
and inverse reactions and equilibrium populations. Addition-
ally, it is crucial to provide online access to other essential
components of astrophysical research, such as observations,
simulations, and visualizations of simulation output.

Since the first nuclear astrophysics data website went on-
line in 1995, many more sites have been made, along with ∼70
datasets that are useful for research in nuclear astrophysics.
This includes both information specifically for astrophysics
(e.g., thermonuclear reaction rates) as well as more general
purpose nuclear physics information (e.g., nuclear masses, nu-
clear level information) needed for astrophysics simulations.
There is now some information online in each of the resource
categories mentioned above, and they are all hyperlinked at
the online gateway site nucastrodata.org (fig. 2).

3 Challenges

While it is unrealistic to expect complete, up-to-date, evalua-
tions of all the information needed for astrophysics research,
the current situation is far from ideal. One striking example:
the last “official, public” update of the most widely used
library of thermonuclear reaction rates, REACLIB, was in
1995. This valuable resource, with over 60 000 rates, does not

Fig. 2. Nuclear astrophysics datasets hyperlinked at nucastro-
data.org.

include any experimental information from the last 12 years.
Furthermore, this is not the only example of a long time lag
between lab measurements and incorporation into “leading”
databases or compilations. As a result, astrophysics modelers
must now often rely on nuclear information that is years out of
date. Not only does this make their model predictions outdated
and therefore questionable, it also severely limits the scientific
return on investment for many experimental and theoretical
nuclear astrophysics projects.

How did this situation arise? While the number of online
datasets has recently increased, the manpower and funding
to update and expand these valuable collections have steadily
decreased. Also, while the data needs of the community were
well met 30 years ago by one single effort led by Willy
Fowler, current data needs are so extensive that they cannot be
met by one, or even a few, groups. Current astrophysics data
efforts are overwhelmingly independent, voluntary, under-
and haphazardly-funded, and driven by specific short-term
research projects. As a result, they understandably lack con-
tinuity, completeness, and a coordinated vision for the future.
Another issue is competition: with a lack of regularly-updated
“public” datasets, researchers have focussed on improving
their own datasets, and then are often reluctant to share these
with others before they recover their investment. Furthermore,
errors in datasets are not regularly communicated to fellow
researchers, and some research efforts are duplicated be cause
of a lack of communication and coordination. Visualization
is another important issue: the lack of fast, easily-accessible
visualization tools for nuclear datasets and simulation pre-
dictions slows research progress and frustrates practitioners.
Finally, a lack of public datasets and standards makes inter-
comparison of astrophysical simulations extremely difficult.

Future developments will only exacerbate these issues.
New unstable nuclear beam facilities coming online will
explore more of the nuclear landscape and generate unprece-
dented amounts of data; more precise data from astrophysical
observatories demand higher precision predictions from astro-
physical simulations; and the simulations themselves require
more, and more precise, data as input.
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4 Strategies

What is the best course of action to address these issues?
Because the different researchers involved [data providers,
data evaluators, and data end-users] need different nuclear data
resources and features for their work, no single data archive,
collection, or effort will satisfy them all. Furthermore, the
immense amount of data that needs to be compiled, evaluated,
processed, and distributed cannot all be handled in any effort
with realistic funding levels. Careful strategies – including but
going beyond increasing manpower – are therefore required
now to ensure that the most important projects are carried
out in the most efficient and cost-effective manner possible.
Devising such strategies will ensure that this work has a
sustainable future.

We first list a number of actions to address each of the chal-
lenges mentioned in the last section, then provide additional
details in the subsections below. Consider the three issues of
outdated and incomplete nuclear data sets, of unprecedented
amounts of new nuclear data in the near future, and of more
nuclear data needed by simulations. These can all be alleviated
by significantly increasing the pace at which evaluations are
done. More manpower for evaluations will certainly help, but
in an era of constrained budgets, reliance on this alone is not
prudent. An increased evaluation pace can also be achieved
by speeding up individual evaluation projects. Furthermore,
the pace can be effectively increased by prioritizing projects,
coordinating efforts, improving communication between re-
searchers to minimize duplication of efforts, and shifting
attitudes in the research community. A number of these actions
can be significantly aided by software efforts.

Regarding the issues of the different needs of the different
communities (nuclear, astrophysics, data) and the lack of
a coordinated vision, these can be addressed by improving
coordination and communication, as well as by shifting the
attitudes of researchers. Finally, the issues of proprietary data
sets, of dataset errors not disseminated to the community, of
the difficultly in comparing simulations, and of inadequate
data/simulation visualization can all be addressed with soft-
ware solutions, as described in detail below.

4.1 Evaluation manpower

Evaluation manpower can be boosted both by obtaining fund-
ing for new hires and by diverting some existing manpower
towards nuclear astrophysics data work. Candidates can be
drawn from any of the nuclear data, nuclear astrophysics, or
general nuclear physics communities. To make the positions
attractive to young researchers, they should involve both basic
research and evaluation work. Also, it is crucial to transfer
knowledge from experienced evaluators to those new to the
activity, so a mandatory training period will be necessary.
Previous proposed strategies, such as the Mentoring in Nuclear
Information Technology (MINIT) initiative [8], have recom-
mended that each new recruit be mentored by an experienced
evaluator.

Additional recruiting “incentives” include: giving ample
credit to evaluators (whose work is often anonymously incor-
porated within large libraries); encouraging evaluations that

are optimized for astrophysics (discussed below); developing
evaluation “standards”; being somewhat flexible on evaluation
formats; and rapidly and creatively disseminating evaluations
once completed. One mechanism to encourage existing man-
power to shift towards this work by establishing an “Editorial
Board” and publishing results in an online journal has been
recently discussed [9].

Another approach to increase manpower is to shift atti-
tudes in the research community. Instead of perpetuating the
separation of data evaluation work from measurements, effort
should be made to convince experimentalists to evaluate the
reactions that they measure. This can be considered part of
their “community service”, just as reviewing articles for pub-
lication is. Furthermore, since some truncated evaluation work
is usually done during the planning stages of a measurement,
it would not be too much effort to expand on this to complete
an evaluation after a measurement is complete. While this
approach is susceptible to bias, it also pairs researchers to
reactions they are passionate and knowledgeable about.

4.2 Streamlining evaluations

Traditional nuclear data evaluations, for entry into the ENSDF
(nuclear structure) and ENDF (nuclear reaction) databases,
involve complete assessments of all aspects of a nucleus
and/or its interactions. For example, structure evaluations are
often done in mass chains where all nuclei with the same
mass are simultaneously assessed, and all levels are assessed;
reaction evaluations, meanwhile, typically involve examining
all reaction channels and partial, differential, and total cross
sections. While these approaches are the most desirable, much
of the resulting information cannot be used in astrophysics
calculations. For example, only the total cross section of a
reaction is needed to directly determine the thermonuclear
rate that is used in astrophysical simulations, and properties
of levels less than ∼2 MeV above the particle threshold are
the most important to indirectly determine a rate. The pace
of evaluations can, in most cases, be significantly increased by
focussing on just the nuclear informati on needed for input into
astrophysical simulations – as long as consistency (e.g., with
unassessed reaction channels and/or levels ) is maintained.

Another approach to streamlining evaluations involves au-
tomating some of the time-consuming and repetitive tasks that
must be routinely completed. These include: uploading, stor-
ing, plotting, and renormalizing cross sections and s-factors;
extrapolating experimental cross sections with theoretical cal-
culations; calculating thermonuclear reaction rates from cross
sections and s-factors; parameterizing reaction rates or gen-
erating rate values on a temperature grid; plotting and mod-
ifying reaction rates; inserting rates into new or existing rate
collections (libraries); and creating, storing, modifying, doc-
umenting, and merging libraries. A major recent milestone in
streamlining evaluation work was the creation of the Compu-
tational Infrastructure for Nuclear Astrophysics [10], the first
software “pipeline” from laboratory results to astrophysical
simulations. This software suite, online at nucastrodata.org,
includes capabilities for file manipulation/management, data
processing, simulation execution, data and simulation visu-
alizations, and the sharing and commenting on data and
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Fig. 3. Extrapolating an experimental cross section with a theoret-
ical one using the Data Evaluation Toolkit in the Computational
Infrastructure for Nuclear Astrophysics [10].

simulations. Scientists from 53 institutions in 18 countries are
currently using the suite to quickly (within minutes) complete
all of the tasks listed above, as well as many others – such
as running and visualizing astrophysical simulations, sharing
their work with the research community, and commenting on
their own work and the work of others. The suite features a
Data Evaluation Toolkit to process nuclear data (e.g., fig. 3),
and more features are being added on the recommendation of
the users. While this suite focusses on stellar evolution and
explosions, a related suite at bigbangonline.org [11] enables
similar work streamlining for early universe studies.

4.3 Prioritization

With limited manpower, prioritization of evaluation projects
is extremely important. The primary criteria should be the
importance to astrophysics, and studies of the sensitivity
of astrophysical simulations on their input nuclear data are
invaluable here. The level of sophistication of such studies
has significantly increased in the last decade. Some examples:
X-ray burst simulations (with coupled hydrodynamics and nu-
clear networks) with different 15O(α,γ)19Ne reaction rates [12]
and examining overall reaction flows [13]; core collapse su-
pernova simulations with different 132Sn(n,γ)133Sn rates [14];
Type II supernova simulations with different weak reaction
rates [15]; and multi-zone post-processing nova simulations
with different 17F(p,γ)18Ne [16] and 18F(p,α)15O [17] reaction
rates. For the future, it is imperative to vigorously pursue
sensitivity studies with even mo re sophisticated models and,
especially, more complete nuclear data sets.

Because of the utility of these studies for prioritiz-
ing evaluation projects, measurements. and other theoretical

Fig. 4. Comparing predictions of nucleosynthesis of 18F in novae as
a function of time, based on input reaction rate libraries with values
of the 18F(p,α)15O reaction rate differing by a factor of 3, using the
Computational Infrastructure for Nuclear Astrophysics [10].

calculations, it is imperative to design software systems that
enable anyone to run and visualize these calculations. The
Computational Infrastructure for Nuclear Astrophysics fea-
tures explosive element burning (“reaction network” [18]) cal-
culations using a post-processing approach [16] wherein the
temperature and density evolution in time are pre-determined
from separate, lengthy simulations where hydrodynamics and
nuclear effects are fully coupled [19]. The suite facilitates sen-
sitivity studies by enabling quick comparisons of the results
of explosive nucleosynthesis simulations that utilize different,
custom input nuclear data sets created by the User (fig. 4).
This translates nuclear reaction rate changes into changes in
nuclear abundances, a quantity of observational interest.

In traditional sensitivity studies, one or a few reactions
are varied at a time. For systems such as stellar explosions,
– where hundreds or thousands of reactions are used as input,
a quantifiable strategy is needed to select a very small subset
of all possible reactions to vary. Alternatively, a Monte Carlo
approach can be used, where thousands of nucleosynthesis
trials are run in which every input reaction is varied randomly
and independently. The variations are chosen in such a way
that, over all of the trials, there is a lognormal distribution of
variations with a width given by the inherent uncertainty of
the rate. This approach enables uncertainties to be assigned
to the model predictions (e.g., final abundances, light output),
and also easily determines the correlation between the input
nuclear data input and the model output. Such studies have
been carried out for the Big Bang for years (e.g., [20]), and
are now accessible online to anyone at the bigbangonline suite
(fig. 5). Monte Carlo studies are also now being pursued for
nova explosions [21] and X-ray bursts [3] (fig. 6).

Simulations, however, are not the only criteria to de-
termine the priority of evaluation projects. Other important
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Fig. 5. Constraint on baryon-to-photon ratio by comparing observed
primordial 7Li/H abundance with prediction of standard big bang
theory, using the Monte Carlo simulation in bigbangonline.org.

Fig. 6. Positive correlation between X-ray burst energy generation
with the 15O(α, γ)19Ne reaction rate using a Monte Carlo nucleosyn-
thesis approach [3].

criteria include the activity of experimentalists, the quality of
the existing datasets, the number of astrophysical modelers
who require the information, the manpower required for an
evaluation project, and the availability of scientists interested
in performing the evaluations. Some of these prioritization
criteria are being addressed by an ad-hoc Working Group
discussed below.

4.4 Enhanced visualization tools

The overwhelming majority of the online nuclear data re-
sources for nuclear astrophysics have no associated visualiza-
tion tools. While some have limited to moderate capabilities

Fig. 7. Screenshot of animated nuclide chart showing evolution of
abundances in the r-process in supernovae as a function of time
in the Computational Infrastructure for Nuclear Astrophysics [10].
Also shown are windows to customize the color mapping of the
abundances (top inset) and to choose different plot types (bottom
inset).

and a few are excellent, much effort is needed to make
powerful, easy-to-use visualization tools widely available to
nuclear science researchers. Within the Computational In-
frastructure for Nuclear Astrophysics [10], there are capa-
bilities for 1D plots of nuclear information (cross sections
(fig. 3), s-factors, mass excesses), processed information (re-
action rates), and astrophysical simulation results (abundance
predictions as a function of time (fig. 4)). There are also cus-
tomizable 2D plots of nuclear information (masses, separation
energies) and astrophysical simulation results (abundances
(fig. 7), abundance time derivatives, reaction flows), the latter
of which are animated to show the evolution of predictions in
time. These unique capabilities, which will be commonplace
in the future, greatly speed up many portions of the workflow
in nuclear astrophysics research.

4.5 Coordination and communication

Improving communication between existing nuclear astro-
physics data efforts is another way to increase the pace at
which evaluations are completed – and is especially important
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when evaluation manpower is limited. Enhanced communi-
cation is crucial to: publicize new evaluation techniques and
codes; report on work in progress; transfer knowledge to a
new generation of evaluators; avoid unnecessary duplication;
arrange collaborative efforts; broadcast the latest experimental
results; and disclose errors in databases. A natural way to
enhance communication is to coordinate efforts. Coordination
also involves discussions of project priorities and of matching
projects to the capabilities of different groups. While rigid co-
ordination can be effective in efforts with one funding source
(e.g., a large, multi-institution proposal such as NACRE [22]),
it is not possible for distributed, independently-funded efforts.

Before 1995, nuclear astrophysics data efforts in the
US were quite independent. With the formation of the As-
trophysics Task Force of the US Nuclear Data Program
(USNDP), coordination and communication was enhanced
among USNDP members. However, there is still a need to
fold in other efforts in the US and abroad. One technical
solution was the launching of an online forum (nucastro-
data.org/forum) where researchers can share information on
projects, techniques, software, and other details that may not
normally make it into the published literature. This is the first
step towards the creation of a virtual online nuclear astro-
physics data community. Another technical solution is found
within the Computational Infrastructure for Nuclear Astro-
physics: researchers can add, browse, and reply to comments
on datasets using an email-type interface. This feature enables
scientists to reach consensus on some issues (e.g., which
particular rate is best for a given reaction) as well as to further
build an on line community. A very different approach was
initiated in 2006 with the formation of an ad-hoc, international
Working Group to examine the worldwide status of nuclear
data for nuclear astrophysics studies and recommend a path
forward. Working Group meetings will continue in 2007, with
members that currently include researchers from institutions
in the US and Europe. Issues being discussed include updating
popular reaction rate databases (e.g., REACLIB), dissemina-
tion strategies, and methods to enlist and retain evaluators. The
online forum mentioned above also supports the activities of
the Working Group.

5 Summary

Numerous reasons to expand existing nuclear information
science efforts to provide data for astrophysics studies are
presented. These include new nuclear facilities on the hori-
zon promise volumes of new data, and new sophisticated
astrophysics simulations and nuclear models require more,
and more up to date, data. Nuclear astrophysics data projects
are an inexpensive and cost effective way to significantly
impact astrophysics research, while simultaneously serving
as an excellent way to recruit young scientists into nuclear
science. We detailed a number of strategies to increase man-
power, streamline activities, and improve communication and
collaboration. Software solutions are now helping address

many of these issues and will become even more important
in the future. Two prime examples are given: first-generation
software “pipelines” from lab results to astrophysical
simulations have now been developed: the Computational
Infrastructure for Nuclear Astrophysics for stellar astrophysics
and the bigbangonline suite of codes for cosmology. These,
along with the coupling of nuclear data to sensitivity studies
with astrophysical simulation codes, illustrate the powerful
way in which nuclear data impacts and guides future research
in astrophysics.

ORNL is managed by UT-Battelle, LLC, for the US Department of
Energy under contract DE-AC05-00OR22725.
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